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(from Dan’s 2nd Book: ‘Alphabet of the EartHeart”
About:’Once Crystal’s Dance’ quoting Vincent Bridges:
‘This new Emerald Tablet
contains the keys to a vast new
synthesis of science and spirituality. It also contains the keys to
understanding the book you are
about to read.”

One Crystal's Dance
(taking comfort in the role of
mind among waves)

To say that a substance is
Compressible - means, among other things, that it can store m o m e n t u m .
Storing momentum may at first seem trivial, but all of nature, stars and beautiful babies exist because of this talent.
Our world is conceived as being one of w a v e s .
We are given a glimpse of the atomic world as packets and bundles of waves,
locked in the musical geometry of coherent wave's prolonged embrace.
Wave nature requires compressibility.
Compressibility requires momentum storage.
Momentum storage allows order to be stored and retrieved.
A multi-connected wave surface allows for multi-connected information storage.
The torus (donut) is the primal multi-connected wave surface.
The atomic table is a polygonal (many faced /facet) grouping of toroidal vortices, and is archetypically multi-connected.
The universe is uninterrupted as wave surface, is multi-connected, and is holographic.
The universal compressible media is a unified field.
The key question arising out of our understanding of the universe as wave-like in nature:
What is the role of mind - or C o n s c i o u s n e s s - among waves?
We have grasped that the differences between fundamental forces are not differences of ‘substance’, but of scale.
(Ratio as the sacred, Scale as the profane.)
The principles of wave I n t e r f e r e n c e are the same for waves between nerve cells at their synapse as they are
for waves between electron shells at their quantum levels.
They carry the same forces of compressibility and information storage
through the same media- they simply act on different scales.
At first we don't see that information dancing at the level of the electron shell, shares the music of the dance
between synapses in the nervous system. Their ‘scales’ are vastly out of range of each other. Here is where our challenge
to see mind among the waves becomes more interesting.
I n f o rmation/momentum/mind embeds between frequencies when it lives in geometry's comforting womb
( m o t h e r- m a t t e r- m a t e r ) .
If you pull a coil spring on its ends, It shrinks only slightly on its sides.
Thus a small movement can be energetically linked to a great one.
The piezoelectricity of quartz is created by its ability to carry energy between frequencies down its spiral
(an asymmetric coil spring of electronic life).
DNA is coil-sprung likewise in its role connecting the cell to the choreographic (and bell-like) ring of its etheric body.
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The brain also sits resonating atop a serpentine coil of glandular ‘chakras’.

It is acoustically phase locked to the heart. During ecstasy the piezoelectric coupling of the brain
to the dance of the glands triggers the secretion of the psychoactive hormones,
the liquid dopant to the body's crystalline song electric.
The sound to the electric dance of connectedness thus begins as a place to touch between frequencies.
In the body this pattern of r e a c h i n g to touch between scales, is designed to go far beyond just sound
touching light. This is the axis of Eros across which the finger of God touches the matrix of matter through the
spark-gap that is man: The bridge between worlds. When seeds of order are planted in nourishing media,
they can grow beyond the bounds of their womb.
Momentum's rush to grow - Round the vortex seed - With center of gravity (good heart), Knows no bounds.
The implosion - That is ecstasy - Is thus generated - Around the seed thought, Which Is At Once A Feeling, Of
Connectedness - Love - Every bond: a phase lock of unconditional sharing.
We now can see how attention, Focus, Or mindfulness, Can be the medium of creation - In a media of wave:
Only the wave which can stand as a wave, can store its information/momentum.
In order to stand, the wave must unconditionally share
its momentum in a geometry/matrix/womb. It requires the mirror of itself
R e t u r n i n g Back on itself To create the wave node which has the illusion of stability.
Momentum in symmetrically opposing directions creates Stability/matter/Maya.
In order to enter the rotational-feminine-matter,
Linear-masculine-energy
Must be initiated in the spiral dance path Of momentum.
The path of conservation of momentum
Between frequencies on the tightrope (light rope), Between energy and matter,
Line and circle, Is the golden mean spiral.
Focus and attention is the power to hold a wave node (or seed thought) fixed
in the flux, like choosing the note(or node) by putting a finger on
The fret of the guitar string - the shape of the wave which
is given the chance to stand, is chosen in the places of stillness.

Wordstar - Pulse, shiver, self no other
A compressible media, differentiation from homogeny.
When i am everywhere, i am no(w)here.
I am the shape of focus, - I can hold an i/eye
When i turn about a center of focus,
Feeling a center of gravity. - Eddy to vortex... A path with a heart;
Attending intending to turn the turn (cross the t and dot the eye
Catching my self bobbing Back from the center of the turn, from
Vertex vortex to torus torah (called a figure 8
Segregation of momentum in focus i call: i)(not i - eye)(not eye
mem)(brain . Iterate wave form-making
A threshold for the quantum to leap&shy;&shy;
The waves barrier is the illusion of separateness
- Longing is born from this, the only kind of length.
Vortex center to as far as eye can touch,
i call universe; From center to limit is one:
The boundary holds me so that the shape of the boun(d)ce shapes me.
The size of my center to the size and speed of my bound;
A constant of fine structure.

Word-Star
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A GUIDE TO
SACRED GEOMETRY
* Sacred Geometry is a PATHWAY TO UNDERSTANDING who you are, where you are from and where you
are going. It is a blueprint of creation; an interface between the seen and the unseen, the manifest and the
unmanifest, the finite and the infinite.
* From the mosaics of the Middle East and pyramids of Ancient Egypt to the calendars of the Aztecs and the
Taoist philosophies and medicines of India, Tibet and China, Sacred Geometry has long bridged the world of
spirit and matter, Heaven and Earth. It continues to play an integral role in the traditions of art, architecture,
science and cutting-edge physics, alchemy, feng shui and geomancy, music and mathematics.
* Sacred Geometry shows how each time two lines cross, they have to either figure out how to distribute and
share their pressures or self-destruct. The result of this test for "shareability" is called symmetry. All waves,
and eggs, and people, and stars, survive in their world to the extent they learn how to embed themselves. We
now know the exact geometry of perfect embedding. It is teachable, and it a real key to Feng Shui, archtecture
and sacred design. When waves can agree to meet sustainably this is called "sacred".
* All actions obey distinct patterns, and Sacred Geometry describes these laws through shapes, forms and
ratios. It is a universal language of pure truths based on the inner workings of nature.
* To truly understand Sacred Geometry we have to understand that everything in the universe is made up of
energy and this energy is in a continual state of transformation.
* Energy can be defined in terms of frequency and harmonics - even the structure of the human body is based
on the same principles found functioning on all levels of creation.
* Our bodies holographically contain all the information of the universe - geometric knowledge is innate within
us and we are naturally attuned to the harmonics of the universe, before birth, during life and after death.
* Sacred Geometry gives you the
opportunity to take a BIG PICTURE
look at yourself and your place in the
world. Once mastered, it can be applied to healing, counselling, biofeedback, researching, teaching, designing
and the creation of
PEACE, BLISS and ONENESS.
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Dan Winter at the Belgian filmaking
for “Purpose of DNA” DVD

WHO IS THE COURSE FOR?
This course will have particular relevance for:
* People who want to initiate change and are looking for new
perspectives in their private and professional lives.
* Architects, designers, healers, dowsers and feng shui practitioners, who will all receive further validation of their
skills.
* Teachers, builders, mathematicians, computer folk, artists - everyone from the technical minded to the intuitive
feeler.
* Those who deeply feel the need to give meaningful and measureable SCIENTIFIC language to profound spiritual
experiences, thus anchoring, enabling descriptive accuracy and making these experiences "shareable".
* Anyone wishing to teach, practice and facilitate better bliss, movement, ritual, euphoric states based positive
immune system effects, magnetic and feng shui symmetry practices ('grid engineering"), including labyrinth, stone
circle work, spectrum analysis of magnetic pollution.
* Anyone with deep questions about diet and lifestyle practices that really support consciousness.
* Those wanting to prepare for Shamanic magnetic tornado steering and successful dying.
* Those who appreciate the term NON CREDO (" I do not believe"), and are willing to define their lives and processes by "pure principles".
* Free thinkers and dogma-free lovers. These seminars will open the doors to wisdom, healing and universal spirit.
They will show you the various influences on our individual and collective lives and how to perceive the mechanisms to make positive change.
Together, we are influenced by nature,....This is a World Without End. Our physical, mental, emotional and spiritual
experiences are called together in the healing process. This is the Theatre of Life...a dynamic harmonic applied to
every aspect of your life and understanding...
THE PROGRAM
The certificate course is designed to add great MOMENTUM to your LIFE, pathway, profession, creativity and soul
purpose. It will also improve your health and knowledge of LONGEVITY, enabling you to enhance your own life
and the lives of others.
Participants will be trained in the major theories of :
SACRED GEOMETRY, DESIGN, HEALING and EMOTIONAL COHERENCE,
and to develop a scientific language that embraces the concepts of :
CHI-LIFEFORCE-EVOLUTION-COSMOLOGY and CONSCIOUSNESS.
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The course comprises two parts, both held over four days in various locations around the world.
A comprehensive home-study program using DVDs and CD Roms forms an integral and compulsory part of the
course and extensive home-study tapes and DVDs are available to further facilitate your learning. You also have
the option of training in HeartTuner biofeedback applications. This practitioner training is truly revolutionary.
For the first time, students will be able to move deeply into the experience of Sacred Geometry via Dan
Winter's cutting-edge curriculum, research, teachings, writings, animations and breakthrough theories. Dan
imbues each subject with an inspiring, dynamic and creative rhythm - his work is mind-expanding and this
course will equip you with knowledge and wisdom that can be applied directly to design principles, healing,
biofeedback, ecologically sustainable environments, music, addiction-free lifestyles and the hygiene of BLISS
MAKING and PEACE MAKING. The program may vary slightly between locations.
Dan Winter is the principle teacher, with Michael Rice set to teach Part One in the US and guest lecturers also
sharing their knowledge. Part Two will be held in a retreat-style setting, with an abundance of nature, fresh air,
earth energy and great food. All details on fees, venues and dates are available on the website, or you can
contact your local sponsor for more information.
Implosion Group: soulinvitation.com
Fengshuiseminars: fengshuiseminars.com
PART ONE (From the original brochure)
"Earth may never be more hungry than now for detailed ideas from science which bridge mind and matter.
Medicine and biology are needing to understand more than ever how emotion and feeling affect immunity and
health"
The first part of the Certificate Course offers participants a step-by-step curriculum that serves as an initiation
into understanding the following:
* The Universe is made of one substance and has one shape - the Sine Wave.
* The world is made up of waves and sacred proportions.
* Energy, inertia, matter, the wave, the line, the circle, the spiral.
* Geometry produces symmetry. Waves get permission to arrange themselves and to store memory from 'ONENESS', through the Golden Mean 'Phi' ratio - the secret of the universe and the most accurate scientific pure
principle to describe how things relate and function, evolve, change and manifest.
* Waves are drawn to FOCUS and automatically sort themselves and agree to sustain via Sacred Geometry.
They align to still points, creating 'CHARGE', 'Stasis', 'ecstasy', 'tingle', 'pure intention' and LIFEFORCE.
* When the harmonics of the brain- body- heart-planet enter into NESTING they do so by the principal of
FRACTALITY. The small is within the large;- the pattern in the wave core of hydrogen is the same shaped slip
knot which makes your heart muscle - and is the same as the Heart of the Sun.
*Fractals change form, shape, and vibration into higher and higher evolving patterns - an encoded thread
linking larger spirals into smaller spirals and on to infinity.
* DNA is a four-dimensional Dodecahedron. This is a very loving embrace, and is the same for the "dodecahedral" shape of the Earth Grid and Zodiac.
* The doorway of perception is to holographically connect all of life processes - past, present and future. *
Coherence at any level is coherence at every level.
* Light, when folded back on itself, comes to know itself.
* Who you are...
LEARNING STRATEGIES - As well as group discussion and interaction, 3-D computer animations will be
used to demonstrate how DNA braids and responds to hearts in a state of BLISS.
* This embedding idea will then be applied to STAR MAPS, Map Dowsing and understanding Earth Grids.
Students will receive the 'Alchemical Workbook' as part of the course fee and can purchase home study DVDs
and CD Roms to help consolidate this material between Parts One and Two of the course.
* On a practical level, students will develop an understanding of the quality of numbers, ratios and proportions,
which can be applied to art, design, healing and music. You will also look at the harmonic 'phi' expression in
nature and explore design using 'phi'.
* On a philosophical level, you will learn the importance of creating bliss in your life and gain greater understanding of the influences of Universal Cosmology and the cycles of change.
* On an emotional level, you will get to grips with 'Lo-Phi' (LOVE) and how integral LOVE and COMPASSION are to Sacred Geometry.
* From a grounding and leverage in pure principle, your creative INTUITION will learn how to FLY..
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Sacred Geometry is a name for the eternal essence
or ‘quest for the fundamental dynamic’
which by symmetry alone
teaches all the waves of this universe to form matter AND mind.
The pattern information which is at once
the inertia which defines matter for physics
is at the same time is the symmetry ingredient for waves to become
self-feeding, self-referring, self-organizing, and self-aware.
Implosion is the Holy Grail of Sacred Geometry
because it contains the Golden fractal seed of symmetry
which teaches waves to turn compression into acceleration
- the fiery gravity well at the heart of
self-organization and self-awareness
-truly the cauldron of consciousness itself.
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WHAT IS
SACRED
GEOMETRY?

Let's start with the word - geometry. It's roots are - geo - which means Earth, and metric- which means
measureable. Literally: able to be met. To meet - for waves - means to be ‘phase’ locked into some pattern
which allows bonding or touching. So - literally the word geo-metry means to - measure & bond with the
Earth.
The word 'sacred' is pregnant with meaning. In this course - we would like to suggest - one of the most fundamental possible meanings for the term 'sacred' is simply - to be sustainable. Our course begins with the notion
that the universe is comprised of a single 'contiguous' ( means continuously connected - no discontinuity ) compressible medium. Visualize a squeezeable squishy jello or smoke or ether. This is truly what is meant by
a unified field - and is the basis of all great spiritual traditions (The ‘ONEness of all things’) as well as all
great physicists - such as Einstein. Understanding how the force of MIND and SELF-AWARENESS arise in
this universe made of only 'squeezable waves in jello' - is the perfect empowering work of SACRED GEOMETRY - because it puts YOU in the picture. Your mind / conscious vortex of charge is the one who STEERS
the waves - from where you choose to place the stillpoint of focus.
We are saying that the universe is made of nothing but stored pressure. Sound is a name for stored pressure,
voltage is a name for stored pressure, love is a name for stored pressure - for example. That pattern of wave
pressures gets the privelege of standing in one place - and therefore stores inertia. This is how it gets the
name matter - after the waves learn enough symmetry to be able to share space and stand.
All of the phenomenon called matter arises when patterns of these waves begin to stabilize and begin to stand
in one place for a while. Once a wave pattern has symmetry, - then it can begin to become stable enough to
become a standing wave. Examples of a standing wave are a plucked guitar string - or a wave in a telephone
wire which keeps bouncing in the same place in a steady wind - etc. Everything in the universe is only - a
standing wave. Waves only stand if they enter rotational symmetry (the circle) - which STORES INERTIA
‘creatively’.
The reason physics got caught in the original ('sin') - painful schizophrenia - thinking matter was separate
from energy - was because of our habit of giving a name to inertia - and calling that a substance ('matter'). You
see - all scientists agree that matter has never had any meaning or definition or origin - other than stored
inertia. The problem with current science is that since they do not understand why any object falls to the
ground - they do not understand what CAUSES gravity. Therefore - current science does not understand what
creates the force at the center - which keeps waves going in the same circle - able to store inertia - and become
or create matter. This centering force is the tornado like collapse compression which arises when waves
arrange themselves into rose petal like patterns - called self-similar - or fractal. We are going to study below how this centering of little tornados inside big ones - gets a wind going into the center - causing IMPLOSION
due to self-similarity. This happens because pine cone like self-similarity turns COMPRESSION into ACCELERATION. Gravity is caused by
recurring constructive adding (heterodyning) of wave velocities. (Acceration of charge IS gravity).
Once we understand this beautiful rose pattern of electrical charge creating the wind to center (through the
speed of light - for charge) called GRAVITY - then we are going to be a whole lot closer to understanding
THE ROLE OF MIND AMONG WAVES.
But let's not get ahead of ourselves, we won't run before we can walk. We just hint at where we are going with
this, in order to help you see why it is important to follow a simple series of pure principles in order
to understand how mind can create matter out of light.
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THE PRINCIPLES of SACRED GEOMETRY ( Introduction )
Sacred Geometry becomes pure principle when we realize it is simply
symmetry lessons alone which make the difference between waves of
charge which have ‘spirit’ and those which are dead. Symmetry is
another name for God’s business card which says
“It’s All Done With Mirrors!”.

For a beginning, in principle , we study how waves are universal - how
they naturally form donuts / THE torus shape. Then we learn how the
atomic table is born because ‘donut’ fields find the sacred geometry
which is the symmetry of the simple platonic solids.
When these donut field effects nest into fractal or rose like patterns (as in gold) for example - they begin to
participate in the charge implosion (opposite of explosion) we call LIFE. Enter well into this wave guide of
continuous embedding so that you can be at the lightning center core of all life - (hygiene for bliss / peak
experience / enlightenment / kundalini ). Understand these electrical PRINCIPLES OF THE SACRED GEOMETRY of charge well enough that you become them.

“Come On Baby-Light My Fire…”
The Heart is “PHIre’d” by an Implosive Symmetry Array of Voltage Donuts
-Which Learn Compression -which IS Compassion & Key to Implosion..
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Bucky Fuller’s famous story tells how the slip knot slid down the rope which threaded from cotton to nylon to
wool. The slip knot was NOT the substance upon which it was braided. In a unified field we cannot name
substance since there is only one.

The slip knot is more correctly :
THE MEMORY OF HOW TO TURN. and THAT is both
THE ROLE OF MIND AMONG WAVES - and the ESSENCE OF SACRED GEOMETRY.
Symmetry skill for waves ‘slipping (k)not’ makes MATTER, GRAVITY, and YOU!
- ( A MEMORY OF HOW TO TURN ).
As you study the slip knot geometry of ANU, Quark, Hydrogen, Heart of the SUN, picturesremember - THE CREATIVE PROCESS IS KNOWING HOW TO TIE THAT SLIP KNOT.
That slip knot is also IDENTICAL to the symmetry which shapes the muscles of the human
heart!
(Compare with ANU / Heart / Solar Heart Symmetry on facing page)
The TURNING INSIDE OUT
- Symmetry Skill
of SELF RE-ENTRY
- Starts AND Steers
Tornados.
The Universe is MADE
of Nothing but Twisters!

It may be impossible to verbally tell a young boy HOW to tie the knot in his own new tie,
some things you have to learn from the inside out.
Later we will learn more about how mind inhabits spin by inhabiting FIRE - which is called
phire (‘Phi’s Ray’). When spin pattern becomes nested well inside itself - like the petals of a
rose - then the PHI ratio of those waves makes that pattern of spin INHABITABLE:
- To be - ABLE TO BE BREATHED INTO is the ‘recursive’ ability
to self re-enter - In HA - b - it.
This is true both of inhabiting spatial ‘fractals’ and inhabiting fractals in TIME.
(book: ‘A Spiral Calendar’ ).
In other words - the nature of self-awareness and self-organization called
‘becoming mindful’ among waves - requires self-similar or fractal shape. So locating pine cone like /
nested spiral - fractal shapes in nature - including patterns of energy, space, AND time (event histories)
- is the way to locate self-awareness.
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THE HISTORY OF SACRED GEOMETRY

Delete- the poison and disempowerment of personality worship and miracle worship from religion and history - all that remains is the symmetry skill (hygiene)
to attract BLISS / PEAK EXPERIENCE / ELIGHTENMENT ( electrical CHARGE DENSITY).
That skill climaxes in the PSYCHOLOGY of IMPLOSION:
Fields EMBED - FEELING Results - Charge is Attracted by Turning Inside Out Gravity’s Engine of Self-Organization IS Compassion .
Who invented PHI / The Golden Mean? ... Perhaps the same person who invented Pi and E (base of natural
log). Who invented PURE PRINCIPLE? Does PURE PRINCIPLE NEED a WHO?? The pure principle of
symmetry nesting of donut fields (symbolizing is nothing more than embedding) is at the origin of alphabets.
This proves the principle: ultimately - the NAME - and the SHAPE - and the SERVICE are ONE - which
means our personality is nothing more than the electrical symmetry shape of what service we render that sustains. Governments which worship personalities - die. Governments built around PRINCIPLES of law - survive. The same is true of history, physics, philosophy and spirituality.
IF for example, we expanded our view to include the intellectual history say of this galactic sector - then we
might waste less time in disempowering personality worship - studying the seedy characters dotting Earth’s
intellectual history. Imagine the hilarity of cultures all over the galaxy knowing how to metabolize gravity
directly in biology and charge - finding that our primitive planet is still motorized almost entirely by dinosaurs
farting. This is called ‘failure to wean’. In school, the teacher would do well to spend more time teaching HOW
biology COULD metabolize starlight directly - and less time wasted discussing the mediocre personality worship in the western history of fossil farting.
A good way to check to see if you have fed your ‘soul’ the spin life of PURE PRINCIPLE in anything, is to
check to see if you have absorbed it’s SYMMETRY ESSENCE - to enable you to make it - from the inside out.
Pure Principle - is that which SUSTAINS spin - & therefore pattern retention.
That symmetry ESSENCE - IS Sacred Geometry.
The Steiner student accurately visualizes a sequence of time lapse drawings of a bulb becoming a flower.

.

The room FILLS with a love growth urge in all present there.
Then the same student accurately visualizes that rose stepping toward wilt and death - and the feeling in the
room changes dramatically. That is an example of becoming empowered by learning the sequence of symmetry
turns in principle to CREATE.
‘Projective Geometry’ maps constructive wave interference paths
- a good way to check where to dream or die from.
The place of power uses symmetry knowledge to gain leverage on spin.
If we learn the pure principles of symmetry which make waves sustainable - that IS history’s essence. We
could say history is merely the distraction (non-fractal?) time necessary to make that discovery. The only thing
waves store is that principle. That is CALLED essence - and is therefore ultimately the only thing which
biology or people can store as well.
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My view is that the history of Earth - in terms particularly of it’s personalities is for the most part a recent
skirmish in the Orion Wars. And further - that the most interesting part of this planet comes when the genepool
learns to fabricate the kind of gravity using genes and glands and bliss to steer stars. Unless and until that
happens - consider the rest mostly boring. ( Ask yourself today how much of your present memory would be
useful 26000 lifetimes from now? - this may give you an idea of how much memory you will take thru death).
That problem - how biology can internally fabricate life sustaining - ‘self-organizing’ GRAVITY fields - in it’s
internal ‘self-similar ’ electrical structure - is KEY to the immediate survival of our genepool. The electrically
self-organizing ‘Phi’ recipe for harmonics determines all the variables which make Gaia self-regulating. Climate in chaos is that field effect in chaos. We now know how to massage a biological oscillator OUT of chaos feed it the harmonic symmetry elements missing from the PHI cascade - the same way we heal Attention Deficit
- or measure the stock market emerging from Chaos (Prechter & Elliott Wave theory based on Golden Ratio) .
So few of us are able to recognize pure principle. That is why so little of our memory is worth saving at death.
And why the nightly news is empty of food for the soul.
We don’t even know why the word history has to be HIS-story instead of hers. At least two to three thousand
years of history completely infested with fear of women - and not one historian of Earth even has a clue why?
Of course the answer is off planet - the Orion queen Empire (half blood of the Annunaki ‘H-ibi uru’) whose
urgent genetic problem we are the experiment to solve - was a ruthless MATRIARCHY.
The history of sacred geometry normally begins with names like Pythagoras and Plato. However there is a
certain arrogance implied with a history that assumes that our planet is the origin of such things as sacred
geometry and DNA. I do not agree with this arrogance, and as such suggest passing on the personality worship
usually inherent to ‘sacred’ subjects. Remember- our new definition of the sacred - is access to what is sustainable. This view would rather suggest a history of sacred geometry based say-- on what symmetry makes DNA
sustainable. This is a historical question dealt with deeply in the advanced material in this course. Much of
history as we know it, does not even understand that pure principle(‘recursive’ or ‘embedded’ in the
symmety of CHARGE) is what sustains DNA. Studies which do not teach pure principle bleed the soul,
(biological sustainability ) because they bleed charge.

Distilling event histories into this kind of shape (symmetry) information
of use to DNA is why:
Biology invented death
to pursuade us to stop trying to store feelings which being unshareable
cannot propagate as waves.
Feel only what’s SHAREABLE
- you tingle with charge - you stop decaying - you live forever.
If we learn to recognize pure principle - then we can distill something of use from history.
A significant part of Earth history- is why the Niburu Hiburu Hebrew magnetic codes geometry (alphabet)
ONLY included the symmetry of the tetrahedron. And what THAT did to cause them to lose the key to
ensouling (imploding) and firing DNA - into stellar immortality. THERE is a fun question!
The story of the ET origins of DNA & it’s discontents - is a good part of the advanced material in this course.
The Golem / TAKadama burned out genes problem of a medium grade reptile ancestor named Yalweh / Enlil
angry at his half brother Enki / Adonai over the death of his mother. It’s not just about learning why some Jews
are so afraid of women that they procreate thru a hole in the sheet - it contains the seeds of war:
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The Middle East is like a hive of bees swarming around their last memory of where there WAS honey.
And they forgot how to MAKE honey. The honey is bliss - the skill is charge - and the dome of the rock is
an old seed for capacitive charge. Bliss in groups is the only way to compress into acceleration their genetic
memory to achieve sustainability (be saved). Their unconscious knowing that if they don’t get bliss - they will
DIE - makes them ready to kill. (Just like it makes your teenagers ready to die in pursuit of bliss. And the
immune system of your teenagers depends on being taught self-empowering BLISS).
The symmetry skill to steer into the vortex of blissful CHARGE is the precise geometric origin of BOTH the
Hebrew and Arabic Alphabets - based on only one equation to map the Golden Spiral on the torus/ah. (Since both
religions were formed by the same now hopefully apologetic interventionist half Draco family. ref: http://spirals.eternite.com
soulinvitation.com/thecollective )

and

Getting genes and glands compressing and up to speed (blissed out) is THE problem of the history of geometry.
And it is the essential problem of the history of HERstory. People who have bliss do NOT shoot each other.
Callahan’s measure that predicts where war will break out -magnetism’s conductivity thru the soil between 2
villages - predicts where FEELING CAN TOUCH BY SYMMETRY. This is the SCIENCE of how PEACE can
be taught. ( soulinvitation.com/peaceuniversity ) . PEACE happens where field effects implode to make
centering force (literally make peace). This is measurable by harmonic analysis (power spectra) in brain waves
as peak experience/euphoria, heart waves as compassion ( heartcoherence.com ) , planet waves as the
‘Schumann resonance” becomes a (Phi) cascade learning to collapse charge,, ....
In other words - this is how to achieve the symmetry of charge ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED to realize biological sustainability / PEACE ( & immortality). History as it is taught on this planet doesn’t know what the
important problem IS. (Maybe because it is missing HERstory -from the stars..) . There can be no issue even
close to the importance of getting genepools immortalized (“saved”). . IGNITING your genes and glands.

Sacred Geometry is a symmetry solution for

- putting you ‘In Charge’.

We will define the electrical nature of life - in this course - in pure symmetry
terms
- as capacitive charge - whose ‘harmonic inclusiveness’ predicts vitality - .
LIFE ( and awareness ) = The Ability to Attract & Self-Organize CHARGE

Tools for Measuring The Weak Dialectric Capacitive Charge Field A Spherical Capacitor:
Gold Plated Ostrich Egg.. ‘Biological Dialectric Container”
details: soulinvitation.com/biophoton
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Measure How Many ‘INCLUSIVE’ Harmonics of Capacitive Charge
are Present - and Measure the LIFE FORCE.
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THIS is the job for the Sacred Geometer. Now if studying the history of Sacred Geometry can help this job
great. But I don’t think this planet has the printed library to teach that history. What this planet DOES have is
the most fractal (diverse) GENETIC library this side of the galactic core! And that - is a library!
How to access that library? What is the library card for THAT historical database?
Remember when Jody Foster in the movie CONTACT used her dodecahedron magnetosphere to jump down the
rabbit hole worm into her own DNA? Well - compression of charge (your inner eye) becomes acceleration IF
the pattern is fractal - or rose petal like. Learning how to DO that compressing of the charge INSIDE YOU-- is
the SHEM-AN-ic moment when you get the stargate library card into the best genetic library this side of downtown.
Starting the compressing that becomes accelerating begins with the fractal key question
- of COMPASSION: Is the feeling/magnetism INSIDE me the same shape / self-similar
to the magnetism / feeling OUTSIDE me?
... THAT is a rich way of looking at the history of DNA as sacred geometry .. And THAT history question
forms a big part of the Part Two advanced material for this course ( preview see: soulinvitation.com/enki )

From the movie ‘Contact”
Jody Foster’s Dodeca (deca-delta as in Montauk’s antenna symmetry?) vehicle of charge
allows her to jump down the rabbitt hole in her own DNA - seeing thru death.
Fearlessness= non-destructive compression = acceleration.
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Overview - Section Two. -- : Introducing the Idea of CHARGE DENSITY as Information Density and
the Survival Critical Electrical Nature of BLISS.
"Earth may never be more hungry than now for detailed ideas from science which bridge mind and matter.
Medicine and biology are needing to understand more than ever how emotion and feeling affect immunity and
health"
Western history became schizophrenic in a significant way when church and state were divided. It reminds me
of the Jesuit Priest then director of the Fermi Lab (‘atom smasher’) outside Chicago. At one point during my
interview - as he got more and more uncomfortable with the directness of my questions - he exclaimed: ‘Oh I
NEVER mix my religion with my physics’. To me, that is an example of how schizophrenia begins. The
Church of old had the best info we had on what the role of humans was in cosmos. It was based mostly on the
Bible which was mostly mistranslated Sumerian, ... which started with a Draco family in genetic engineering
trouble from Sirius (Annunaki). While that group (mostly Enlil / ‘Yalweh’) did try to leave some simple (‘kosher’) hygiene instructions to make genepools sustainable - it was based on many misconceptions of his own.
(In the advanced material we study in the extra-terrestrial origins of DNA how ENLIL Yalweh was specifically
the writer of not just the Hebrew Torah, but the ruling marriage codes of Aboriginal Australia, Muslim and
other cultures.. The Elohim, The Nephilim, The ‘Shining Ones’, The Dragon Line.. etc.).
Most especially destructive was the misconception that DNA could be ensouled by engineering alone,
without fractality- and charge implosion (essentially - glandular BLISS - the way BIOLOGICAL INTENT - never mechanically available feeds charge implosion into self-directing sustainability).
THAT misconception alone - put guilt instead of bliss at the center of western history.
Western Science later in over-reaction against the spotty logic of a faulty religious tradition - tossed out the idea
of SPIRIT - because they did not know how faster than light and interconnected was the flow of capacitive
charge between biological systems. (Key to the physics of Astrology, the Kirlian photo, & defining LIFE
FORCE was we shall see). Later - WIlhelm Reich did not do much to unify physics with religion when he
misnamed - biological capacitance as ORGONE.
However in my view - the beauty and elegance of the physics of charge and the communion of dialectric fields
(capacitive charge) is richer than any ancient Bible or Vedas (the work of Phil Callahan for example, and the
advanced - soulinvitation.com/biophoton ). This is because - the possibility of measurement is the precision
which ultimately makes information shareable and communication possible. Information density IS charge
density itself- this is a concept which you are asked to ‘grok’ by the end of this course.
A clue here - is the way RESOLUTION means the same thing in physics and optics as it does in psychology - and it relates to COHERENCE.
Are you resolved? ( Remember: compression is nature’s way of sorting )
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This means for example that with kundalini during the experience of lightening up your spine - there may be
no need to translate that experience into western alphabets (whose symmetry has mostly lost it’s root ). That
experience can create a field effect to regulate the movement of storm systems. You steer the magnetism to
fabricate your electrical eco-system. Language is only about learning the symmetry lessons to do that - not the
other way around. The experience of lightning - when sustainable - IS information at its essence: CHARGE
symmetry. Bliss is the ultimate educator. The symmetry codex (Hebrew and Arabic alphabets) of magnetic domains
were merely a way to index access to that. To symbolize is to embed. ( more: http://spirals.eternite.com )
What SHOULD unify science with religion is human DNA’s evolution into gravity bending and star inhabiting
and ecosystem field effect making. It is what should exite your children about the potential of having been born
human on Earth. That leverage our bodies are biologically given to fabricate intense gravity and charge fields to
steer our environment flows DIRECTLY from the teachable skill to ignite DNA which is called BLISS / EUPHORIA and PEAK EXPERIENCE. (‘Enlighten-ment’). This means that the conscientious astrophyicist
after due study must answer his 4 year old child truthfully YES - when she asks:
“Daddy: when I grow up - am I going to become a star?”
This course presents new evidence that this phenomenon is measureable and well defined electrically - that all
human activity can and should be oriented toward the production of that bliss - CHARGE IMPLOSION RICH
WITH BIOLOGICAL INTENT .
( 3 Magazine articles from Dan : POLITICS OF BLISS - at soulinvitation.com/rainbowserpent )
That bliss is:
1. the only source of sustainable immune system
(spin density in cell membrances comes directly from that charge ‘density’).
2. the only way to ensoul / ignite DNA - from within - to immortal sustainability..
with the resulting - ability to lucid dream, die successfully, and time travel,
and create immune systems in offspring.
Without this, being human on Earth is merely an insult - from the result of an Draco Annunaki family (An,
Enki, Enlil .. in Aboriginal: Biki, Snake God and Dolphin God) - doing interventionist genetic engineering to
make gold mining slaves. But WITH the possibility of BLISS and star bending gravity making THEN....
human DNA based glandular COHERENCE gets to be the UPSTART / the ANTICLIMAX / the FUN PART /
THE VACCINATION into the sacredness of EMOTION - FOR THE GALAXY / THE SOLUTION !! of the
ORION ‘WARS’. (which are much older and galactically important than little Earth alone). Otherwise - it is
‘Return of the Borgs / Clones” time. Have you suspecting it is loss to the information access of charge implosion at orgasm which is the death of DOLLY the cloned sheep. Nurses have told me - Doctors are afraid to
count the statistics linking autism to artificial insemination. Just like the Vatican didn’t tell their tenants their
Leukemia was from the Vatican radio tower over them, till after they were evicted.
Try to conceive of the idea of making a field effect (sometimes called ‘dream-SPELL’) which can move your
climate. The vice-like grip of RAPT-ure is based exactly on the word RAPT-or. Massive capacitive charge
phase lock FEELS like a vice-like grip. And it can be an information communion of immense kind. That is IF
your biology can withstand the amperage / current density.
Resistance prevents information flow - that principle is BOTH electrical and biological / emotional.
We want to emphasize in this course series - that NO particular historical view of DNA is actually required to
benefit from the course. We are not selling any particular fairy tale about history. If you like our story about
Draco Annunaki from Sirius etc., that can add context to the physics. But for example - if you prefer a particular religious or secular history - to exploring the ET basis of Sumerian - that is really very fine. BUT - what we
ARE selling - is a modality for igniting DNA into BLISS / CHARGE DENSITY / PEAK EXPERIENCE /
literally ENLIGHTENMENT. That modality IS based on geometry which allows charge to become immortal.
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(Inset - 1 Page Exerpt from “Alphabet of the EarthHeart” - 300 p .pdf at http://spirals.eternite.com )
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The ‘history of DNA’ is really only useful in so far as the part of the ‘big picture’ - PURE PRINCIPLES
emerge. Where did the urge to ensoul genepools with commercially valuable skill to bend gravity corridors
come from? (Dune’s ‘Guild Navigators’ in reality for example) - Where did the plot originally come from not
to TELL your kids that not only COULD they eventually make enough fusion gravity furnace inside their
bodily biophysics - to BECOME a star - but it was the only way to survive.
The skill to make gravity originates with the teachable skill to realize that you CAN persuade waves to
agree. The ‘force be with you’ that welds that wave convergence lies in the fractal secret of how YOU
control your heart’s electrification. The HeartTuner biofeedback system is an excellent tool for teaching thisHEART COHERENCE. ( heartcoherence.com ). The electrically measurable force of WILL which it takes to
cause wave coherence to increase in your EKG (heart) (so nicely measured on HeartTuner’s cepstrum waterfall
plot)- is the absolute beginning of the gravity physics of fusion (‘charge gone ‘fractal’ - centerpiece of this
course to follow). The reason HeartTuner makes kinesiology measurable is because muscle strength varies with
the COHERENCE - of the nervous command to it (which comes from your heart). If as so many claim - that
kinesiology (muscle testing) tests pure intention- than what must Heart COHERENCE measure?
To observe this phenomenon for yourself - place your attention intensely in your baby finger. Check to see if it
begins to tingle. The FEELING that results there is caused by a build up of capacitive charge - whose SYMMETRY of charge RADIANCE is the essence of all real healing. That charge build up - in turn - began because
your attention’s density of focus initiated phase alignment among capacitive waves sparking at the nervous
synapse - at the place YOU chose. Your attention resulted in the creation of an ELECTRICAL field - exactly
where YOU put it. As you build the will and coherence of this force - you will bend storms and stars to your
will - by loving (‘embedding’) them.
If you follow this material - it will soon begin to make sense to you - that that FIELD effect called FEELING IS the ability to feel charge and magnetism: “The Wind Upon Which Love Travels”. Tribal Shamans, Ancient
Navigators, .. and Birds steer - angels steer - and YOU steer in dreams and at death - IF you can FEEL and align
yourself by magnetic line.
The IMPLOSION info - below - should begin to convince you that under the clear conditions of SELF-SIMILARITY (‘fractality’ that looks like a rose or an onion- or nested Russian dolls) - THAT field effect gets a
CENTER OF GRAVITY. This is called learning to turn inside out - again and again - until there is a wind
GOING INTO THE CENTER - called GRAVITY. The gravity of this situation is - that YOU made it.
Biological structures like DNA - and your heart’s wiring for electrification - (like pine cones and eggs) - are
fractal or self-similar enough to attract charge continuously like a gravity making and gravity harnessing motor.
This gets to the heart of our course..
You are not required to become scientists, physicists or electricians - to follow the course - or follow the course
of your own bliss. HOWEVER - once you DO have lightning sticking it’s delicious burn up your own tailbone only YOU can know how to steer - so as not to be toasted. The steering skill - is only the symmetry skill to
know HOW waves can agree. First to spit out- is every emotion you ever stored without compressing it to
what is sustainable - SHAREABLE. This process of EMOTIONAL COLLAPSE (into oneness /fusion) is like
discovering if you can remember ALL your peak emotions AT ONE MOMENT. This intensity - discovers what
is shareable among all of them. The discovery of which waves CAN be propagated in this way is what physics
calls ‘PHASE DISCIPLINE’ or COHERENCE. ( Co - here - and SEE!)
This is like the test for what’s shareable - that comes with the solar compression wave called SOLAR
MAXIMA. (“rapture” in obsolete religious language). As we said many times- the sun does not WANT to toast
most of the viable DNA of Earth, but compression is the only way to incubate that portion of the genepool
which MAY be able to be saved. Compression tests for what is shareable (produces pure intention - something
physics calls WAVE COHERENCE ) - by ensuring that only self-similar (‘scale invariant’ like a squeezable
rose) structure survives. Get COMPRESSIBLE or get DEAD - that is the lesson. Scale -invariance (fractality)
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among waves produces infinite CON-structive (not destructive) COMPRESSIBILITY - because - (as the
visuals below will illustrate ) that wave repeated wave interference PRODUCES acceleration. (of charge labeled: gravity ).
Once you get the ‘gravity’ of your situation - you may choose to grab the tornado by the tail and steer it for
yourself. (Other wise- it is a privilege to be assimilated ‘ - join the borg.) Taking responsibility for the tornado
that is your field - begins with taking responsibility for your own state of bliss. The reason is that bliss is the
name we have given FOR this ability to attract enough CHARGE to cause tornados. (Which begin with simply
noticing who has a twinkle of CHARGE in their eyes.)
The course culminates in lessons about making charge density - literally BLISS - sustainable in your life. This
includes USING Sacred Geometry (symmetry which attracts CHARGE -the definition of life and awareness) in
order to learn - how to select life force in :
a) what you eat
b ) who you hug (Tantra based on charge)
c ) where you live and work - the FENG SHUI to make bliss possible (based on ‘fractal’ charge symmetry
d ) kinesthetics of bliss (yoga, sacred dance, gurdjieff gymnastics, Eurhythmy etc.)
e ) vision quest , rites of passage, shamanic ‘soul’ group bliss process
The ‘homework’ assignment for this class is real. The test - is whether you can die successfully. This is as easy
as entering a lucid dream. The test is whether symmetry (braid) discipline allows your biological memory to be
compressed non-destructively in a way that produces acceleration. The way the beauty of perfect nesting and
charge enter your DNA and glands - is with hygiene to embed yourself in charge - with the resulting BLISS.
This makes you and your memory able to distribute as a wave - become shareable / sustainable / immortal.

---
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The first part of the Certificate Course offers participants a step-by-step curriculum that serves as an initiation - into unified field thinking - where the role of the conscious mind is empowered to steer waves - of which
the whole universe is made.
Reminder - the issue is not to prove anything spiritual to some unbelieving physicist (a really unrewarding
task). The issue is to achieve a powerfully practical working understanding HOW the 'Highward Fire' Raising
of The SHEM (shem-AN) - Sword from Stone - could enable you to call forth the lightening. This is called -the
raising of the DJED - which makes you the DJEDAI.
The waves of the universe made of CHARGE respond to your bidding, when you learn to EMBED yourself in
the PSYCHO-physics of what makes them shareable and sustainable. Essentially this form of coherence will
become our clue to pure intention expressed among waves. If you make a ‘fractal’ self-similar inner magnetic
picture - you WILL draw forth the clouds to your bidding. What used to be ceremonial magic - is now simple
physics. Implosions ability to steer waves is as simple as how the low pressure zone steered a weather front. Lo
pressure is creating where waves ‘dimple and implode’ as you will see. The test for pure intention is something
nature achieves because power IS compression - (as any data analyst can tell you) - and compression ONLY
sustains the SHAREABLE.
Section ONE:
.Introduction to Unified Field Thinking - Learn to think in ‘jello’ - something squeezable connects us!
From the Mind of Einstein to the Role of Oneness ('Monotheism) in World Religions we celebrate an end to the
Schizophrenia which considers spirit as somehow different from the Spin Density / Charge Compression or
Inertia Stored - by which Physics defines MATTER. When enough waves converge at one point- that is called
AWARENESS. The geometry of what allows an infinite number of waves to AGREE to share one point - is
symmetry discipline culminating in an ‘implosive fractal’ - about which this course is centered.
1. Universal Compressible Ether: The Universe is made of one substance. It is compressible like ‘jello’ or
smoke rings. The trick to store a moving wave of compression and ‘rarefaction’ (de-compression)
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is how inertia gets stored and thus is mass / matter created. The pattern of the way waves pass that inertia has
only one shape:
- the Sine Wave. (The Fourier principle).

Thus the universe has both only one substance (call it ether if you like) AND only one shape. This is the essence of the unified field - and is key to you beginning to grasp how to pull the threads of that squishy substance (electrical ‘CHARGE’) thru you like a water wheel - storing more and more of it’s inertia - until you
bend stars. This ability to create suction in this universal compressible medium is the real secret of implosion of
charge - and is key to gravity and the role mind among waves. To create mind among waves - it is merely
necessary to create a still point. Still points however are only stable - when the pattern of waves around them
begin to look fractal like a rose. Mind is a name for the biological skill to gently persuade waves to EMBED in that rose.
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2. Origin of PLUS versus MINUS CHARGE (Magnetism): How to make friends with MAGNETISM and
how to make your own Sacred Space? The relationship of Compression (packing the squishy universal substance) to Rarefaction (unpacking it) is the secret to the Physics of Plus and Minus CHARGE. This also describes the wave mechanics for the ancient ideas of Yin and Yang. See the picture for a summary : (Note in this
picture - Roger Green school -merely invert the place of the word Yin versus YANG ). It is important to have a clear and
precise way of thinking how charge moves - (a rigorous language of precision) later when bliss becomes so
intense that it feels like lightning is moving up your spine. Then you need to know about symmetry - or the
lightning will create heat - and destroy you. You will feel the heat as destructive interference - and begin to
make the connection between psychological resistance - electrical resistance - and THAT WHICH HAS NOT
BEEN SORTED INTO THE SHAREABLE (wave symmetry which can propagate infinitely).

Field Effects ‘Suck’ on one end more than the other, because the one vortex throat of the tornado is more
CENTRIPEDAL - inward folding - while the other is more CENTRIFUGAL - outward folding.
This is key to many things - Yang vs Yin, Magnetic Negative vs Positive, Red vs Blue .. etc.
Try the SOUTH -red/ heating pole of a magnet on a wound - pain INCREASES but so may healing rate..
a strong NORTH end of the same magnet may diffuse pain by divergent flux - but also decrease healing rate.
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3. Origin of DONUTS (all fields and all things are made of torus shaped ‘domains’). The natural way for a
wave to stand is in a tornado. Once these tornado’s (vortex) learn to stand on each other’s heads and balance you get DONUTS. the 7 color donut map. In the study of the science of fluids - it is claimed that the only selforganizing shape (in a unified field) would be this torus donut - the shape of all magnetic domains and field
effects. (Essentially everything in physics is made of these.) You can prove that everything made of donut torus
shapes if you agree with physics that everything breaks down into simple SINE WAVES. Once you see that,
merely revolve that sine wave around it’s center into 3D- and presto - that is your donut.
See how there is a tornado - a twister - a vortex PAIR at the heart of every donut field.

kit at - soulinvitation.com/tools
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Notice - when waves converge in Golden Mean Ratio ...
Things ‘appear’ to COME TO A HEAD ... (left)
they say...
We have made our point!
Perception - is the electrical process of creating and
accessing the information density localized when
CHARGE makes a point.. (Implosion).
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Looking at the intimate connection between wormholes
and string theory versus
a song line / dreaming track
- and the inserting of coherent emotion
- Shamanically which CON-CENTERS them..
You see now why:
‘Unless “The DreamSpell” of the Old Ones..
is Alive and Awake in Symmetry Space..
Ea’s Earth will be Blown Away..
In the Magnetic Wind of the Sun!’
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4. Origin of GEOMETRY. Notice that if you tilt these little tornado vortex ‘wormholes’ - into the symmetry
angles of the PLATONIC SOLIDS
(tetrahedron / 4 face, octahedron / 8 face , cube / 6 face , dodecahedron / 12 face, icosahedron 20 face) the result
IS the atomic table. Cooking up the atomic table is as simple as the recipes for nesting donut shapes into the
Sacred Geometry of the platonic solids. The ‘SACRED’ geometry of these platonic shapes - are self-organizing
because the waves which make up these tornado vortex into the atomic table - would cancel each other out - if
they tried to nest any other way.
This information is a good introduction to a chemistry class - where the teacher ALSO wanted you to understand how MIND and CONSCIOUSNESS can steer chemical reactions. Remember the word CHEMistry
comes from ALCHEMY. And the CHEM sound in there - means FROM THE BLACKNESS - or FROM THE
BLACK HOLE. So chemistry and alchemy are ultimately about the implosion tornado wave shapes that can
make the little black holes - happen - called matter.
Physics 'String' Theory , and Wormholes is identical not only with the Aboriginal Songline - but with the
specific unifying understanding that no physicist today can conceive of a world made of anything but the torus /
vortex pair. Introduction to TORNADO THINKING.
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The REASON that the perfect SLIP-KNOT ANU / Hydrogen / Human Heart and SUNS
Heart has seven spins outside and 5 spins inside - (see ANU pic on P_____)
(reference the Ophanim Sigil of Truth AND the Cherokee map of Sacred Space)
is because 7 spins outside (7 arrows of the tetra and the heart) is CONTAINMENT (INCUBE-ATION)
while 5 spins inside ( 5 spins of cube in dodecahedron) is PROJECTIVE.
Projector inside, Container outside - It’s a marriage made in heaven - may it SLIP- (K)NOT!
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5. Origin of SACRED or DIVINE Proportions: The world is made up of waves which ‘nest’ in ‘sacred’
(meaning sustainable) proportions.
-Assignment - (Course Material from Michael Rice insert) Lesson in drawing sacred proportions using paperpen and ruler/calculator.
Draw and derive - Pi, The ratio of the Octave, 3/4/5 versus Golden Ratio Triangle. Draw spiraling squares
then rectangles - then pentagrams - all derived from the Golden Mean Spiral - these pictures suggest the start...
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Notice that as waves cross each other repeatedly, they discover how to do that in the way to create the MOST
CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE... and the LEAST DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE. This discovery of
the perfect way to SHARE SPACE for plants is called PHYLOTAXIS - and is BASED on the Golden
Mean Ratio. This allows the plant leaves MAXIMUM EXPOSURE, MINIMUM SUPERPOSITION which is simply: THE BEST WAY TO SHARE THE LIGHT.

This perfect branching based on Golden Ratio - discovered by plants as the perfect way to UNPACK - is also the
Sacred Geometry solution to perfect PACKING. Einstein did not realize that infinite NON-destructive compression for CHARGE - could be solved among capacitors in exactly this way to make gravity from charge. (More
on IMPLOSION below). Waves are drawn to FOCUS and automatically sort themselves and agree to sustain
via Sacred Geometry. They align to still points, creating 'CHARGE', 'Stasis', 'ecstasy', 'tingle', 'pure intention'
and LIFEFORCE. More on this as we develop the idea of IMPLOSION.. below.

6. Quantum mechanics is just a name for waves which perfectly meet themselves coming back on themselves - creating symmetry and geometry. - Standing wave NODES are created this way, and that is the origin
of matter itself. When the length of a wave divides evenly into the circumference of the circle the wave is going
in - that IS Quantum Mechanics ..( Discontinuity from Continuity - by others 'Catastrophy Theory') - and by
others "Sacred Geometry'. The symmetry of the phases of these waves is nothing other than literally music
itself. Try putting your finger on a guitar string. By choosing the still point, you choose the music! This is the
implosive still point making role of MIND AMONG WAVES!
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7. What IS a Fractal Attractor? Fractals provide a wave ‘massage’ path for form, shape, and vibration into higher and higher evolving patterns an encoded thread linking larger spirals into smaller spirals and on to infinity. Examples of natural shapes
which tend to be fractal or ‘self-similar’. Self-similarity means the inner structure has the same pattern as the
outer structure. So for example a pine cone, or a fern tree, or a pineal gland - have a shape that - even in 3D you could begin zooming down into center - and still ALWAYS be seeing the same thing! Think of the classic

Russian Dolls -

where they all are shaped so that the

whole family of dolls - fit perfectly one inside the other. (An onion is another example of a potentially 3D
fractal).
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The essential REASON why shapes which are FRACTAL - create ATTRACTION - is important to you for
spiritual and psychological reasons - in ways not even suspected by most mathematicians. If you ask someone
into math why a fractal attracts - he will say that some pattern of waves - tend to always return to the same
center - even after different excursions away from that center. The mathematics of the ‘self-centering’ pattern the mathematician calls an ATTRACTOR (because the wave always seems to be ATTRACTED back to ONE
place - from which to restart). This is one of the most beautiful areas of mathematics.

For understanding the nature of consciousness and gravity - this becomes a clue to even deeper reasons why
fractal shapes - made out of (electrical) CHARGE - create attraction .
Remember - in a technical sense - for physicists - EVERYTHING is made only out of CHARGE. Matter or
mass for example are names scientists have given merely to the phenomenon that
WHEN CHARGE-ENTERS CONCENTRIC ROTATION & IS THEREBY COMPRESSED - it then
tends to RESIST CHANGE OF POSITION (it doesn’t want to be ‘pushed around’).
This resistance to being pushed- is labeled INERTIA - and is the only definition or measurement science
has ever had for matter or mass.
So ‘God’ the creator is the person who teaches waves to store inertia. How simple could it be..
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To store inertia you merely need to teach a wave to go in a circle - because then it becomes a little gyroscope /
spinning top. This is the only way to create inertia. This process is called quantum mechanics. (Seeing what
symmetry will allow waves to go in circles). The thing that physicists and scientists are too klutzy to understand
yet - but you must in order to be spiritual - is that it is the invitation to COMPRESS called FRACTALITY
(or self-similarity) among waves of charge -

WHICH CAUSES...
8. THE CENTERING FORCE OF GRAVITY AT THE CENTER WHICH KEEPS THE LITTLE WAVE
TORNADO STANDING STILL. Why is fractality key to BOTH gravity and creating consciousness? ‘Keeping the little tornado centered inside of the bigger tornado - the implosive - self-centering force generating - electrical role of MIND among WAVES.
This is the essence of the role of mind among waves- to persuade waves to agree - to compress - and thus create
the centering force. This will explain the role of coherent emotion in keeping ‘song lines’ or ‘dreaming tracks’
aligned and placed on the land. The relationship between ‘dream spell’ and magnetic COHERENCE is intimate.
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9. Coherence is the difference between a flashlight and a laser. Coherence is when ALL the soldiers marching
across the bridge are in step. Coherence is when the difference harmonics within a complex wave (like your heart
beat) are musically ‘locked’ into phase. This is called ‘phase discipline’. Co-Here-And-See = Coherency!
Coherence at any level is (ultimately) coherence at every level.
When waves share space in coherence, perception is possible. HeartTuner measures EKG (Heart) Coherence - to
teach EMOTIONAL COHERENCE & PASSION!
Fractality - or self-similarity is the ultimate or limit or perfected state of coherence - for it is the only way
waves of an infinite number of DIFFERENT wave lengths (harmonic diversity or inclusiveness) can all be locked
together.

Heart COHERENCE../ Emotional COHERENCE - Measured .using HeartTuner ( heartcoherence.com )
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HeartTuner (heartcoherence.com ) measures Heart Coherence in the lower left graph both top and bottom
The cepstrum is a 2nd order power spectra. Below - we see heart coherence (black) phase match brain coherence (red). Internal coherence had not before been measured. Emotional coherence is teachable as a result.
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10. Golden Mean Ratio (.618, 1.0, 1.618..., 2.618... ...) is the ultimate state of fractality or self-similarity
because it defines the state of “inside that looks like the outside”. (Does this begin to sound like COMPASSION
to you?).
The Golden Mean Ratio or “Sacred Cut” is so named precisely because after you cut the line at .618, the little
part is in relation to the big part - exactly as the big part is in relation to the whole line... etc. So altho you are
divided - you are still connected.

This creates a (Golden Mean) spiral - which is the only equi-angular curve - in which a wave can re-enter
ITSELF - without hurting itself. This skill for a wave to ‘eat it’s own tail’ - is called ‘self-re-entry’. This is a
kind of picture of perfecting ‘recursion’. (Recursive-ness means something happens inside itself - inside itselfetc... - like in computer programming sometimes.) . Light, when folded back on itself, comes to know itself.
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Golden Mean Spiral is Equi-AngularMeans Angular Relationship of the ‘First Bounce’
recurs In-Phi-Knit-ly. Allowing perfecting of SCALE INVARIANCEWave Guide for Galaxies to Send Messages to Atoms..
Angels to People…
Self-re-entry is the VEDIC definition of
CONSCIOUSNESS - for good reason.
We are going to describe the details of
how this FRACTAL ATTRACTION TO
CENTER - becomes something called
IMPLOSION - in detail below. So to
make inertia storage stable - only
getting fractal works! (For example the
amount of mass in a gold atom is high
because it’s electron wave pattern is
more SELF-SIMILAR with it’s
nucleus.)
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11.) Introduction to Embedding
i) Embedding is a simple mathematical concept - an arithmetic model of nesting / phylotaxis.
ii) As a PSYCHOLOGICAL concept - it is key to compassion as suction within is magnetically generated by
the SKILL to turn the heart inside out. And we shall see - is key to STEERING TORNADOS!

Perfect Embedding = “Wave on a Wave Waving” (The Answer Lies ‘Folded
in an Envelope’)
= “SuperLooping”
(Dr Dardik’s word for the heart harmonic rich HRV to eliminate disease
soulinvitation.com/dardik )
= Fractal Heart Rate Variability
= Perfect Nesting - by Phi or Golden Ratio
= Health = The Psycho-kinetic (powerful) state of mind.
= GROUNDING ... pscyhologically , electrically
- meaning ACCESS TO THE FRACTAL

12. What is the SYMMETRY - the SHAPE of COMPASSION:
When the harmonics of the brain- body- heart-planet enter into NESTING they do so by the principal of
FRACTAL ‘EMBEDDING’. Harmonic analysis showing musical key signatures based on the Golden Mean
ratio - which show up for example on HeartTuner, and in Prechter and Elliot Wave Stock market volumes indicate moments of self-organization electrically. This is why the HeartTuner was originally called the
EMBEDABILITY MONITOR.
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A Symmetry Map to Inside Out Makes Compassion's Harmonics Measureable
Understanding the Simple physics behind HOW the HeartTuner measures compassion - ascoherence (in addition to measuring empathy when 2 hearts come into phase lock).. HeartCoherence.com
It is Electrifying to Realize the Heart is Electrified By Concentric
Donuts - Sweeping Voltage Directly from Gravity.
(electrical EKG symmetry map from ‘When Time Breaks Down” by Winfree (origin of the heart’s beat)
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above- how the donut knows the way inside out...
try ‘throwing’ it at soulinvitation.com/compassionmap .. click there to see friends who spin it into an
alphabet of symmetry..
Model of the Heart's Electrification during Euphoria.. Implosive Compression
As the heart sucks into its fractal center - the wind ‘within’ begins when you choose to FEEL compassion.. the donut sucks the dimple in - again and again - which shows up as another harmonic in the
harmonic analysis (power spectra ..right bottom in the pic)..THIS IS WHAT THE HEART TUNER
MEASURES AS THE ONSET OF COHERENCE..
This ascention is enabled by the centering force generated by PASSION itself. (Which has a critical
function in the physics of how biology feeds gravity - the force which keeps tornadoes concentric - thus
gluing all worlds together).
Below: interdigitated (stellated) -phi based- dodeca model the perfected embedding chosen by
the(fractal) EKG - like DNA/ Earth Grid / & Zodiac.. nature uses embedding..
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49 Dimple Inside Out-Ness?- How the Heart Opens:
How Does PHI/Golden Mean Based Recursion Create
Sacred Geometry and the New Science of Compassion -The Heart's Labyrinthine Electrification
So this is HOW we believe The HeartTuner works - When you choose to feel compassion - you make a little
picture INSIDE your heart - which WHEN it is SELF-SIMILAR (or fractal) to the SHAPE of the FEELING
(magnetism) of the person OUTSIDE your heart ...
THEN that sets up the conditions to allow the OUTSIDE to FALL IN. This is called technically - a FRACTAL
ATTRACTOR. It works because only FRACTAL ( or self-similar - fern or onion like) symmetry permits
infinite nondestructive compression. This is also called IMPLOSION.
When waves can infinitely CONSTRUCTIVELY interfere as they approach center (fractal self-similarity
optimized by Golden Mean ratio) then they add and multiply their wave velocities constructively as well as
their wave lengths. This we believe is the only physics necessary to understand the origin of gravity - (because
that geometry which permits acceleration - is that which makes gravity - which is the same as acceleration which will be proven as soon as someone -besides military aircraft - puts enough capacitors in a fractal to make
gravity --)
more reading in this series: (CD or web)
Suction Steers! Implosion Makes Waves: Creating a TORRENT thru your Heart

soulinvitation.com/torrent

Tunnelling .. The "Black Hole": In the Human Heart...Is Acceleration Thru Light Speed in the DNA Braid
Occasioned by the Heart's Blissful Sonic Pony Tail, How Compression Thru Light Speed Becomes "Tunnelling" ... soulinvitation.com/tunnelling
The Perfect Geometry of Wave Collapse - Neurophysics Solution the Nature of Consciousness
soulinvitation.com/collapse
Projective Geometry of the Heart-Perfect Compression/Compassion=THE SHARED SPACE
soulinvitation.com/compassionmap
Fusion-Phi Phenomenon-Unlocking Ultimate PHIre. soulinvitation.com/fusion

